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British Made
Hemmed in by the dramatic Jurassic coastline and
surrounded by the gentle rolling hills of Devon, Quantum
kitchens are assembled. Endless inspiration is found in the
stunning landscapes of the South-West, from the pebbled
beaches and quaint seaside towns to the wild and achingly
beautiful moors. With such bountiful natural beauty, it is
not surprising this is the perfect setting to build kitchens
with such a crafted and delicate composition.
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A Humble Beginning
It all started in 1975 with the fitting of a kitchen
– this sparked the beginning of an idea, acting as a catalyst
for development and finally, giving life to Quantum.
Quantum kitchens have a quality that is only cultivated
from years of experience and constant application of
innovative business practices.
The beauty of our furniture isn’t just found
in the exquisite design, but in the painstaking
attention to detail, in the skill and precision
of the craftsmanship applied and the hardwearing,
enduring material these kitchens are shaped from.
The substantial, solid and dependable kitchens
we create are assured further through the only
guarantee we deem acceptable – a lifetime
of 25 years. Not only does this give you peace
of mind that you’ve selected the best, it shows
our perpetual faith in the unwavering quality
of our products.
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Elegance
Elegance consists of in-frame style kitchens that are
enduring in beauty and exquisite quality. Handcrafted
and intricately detailed, these kitchens gain strength
of character with age. Every touch, every small detail
and addition involves a measured consideration. With
several styles in the collection, a wide spectrum
is offered, from traditional, to maintain an idyllic,
classical design, right through to contemporary,
for a modern, quirky and defining space. While
the range is diverse, with the ability to create both
conservative and delightfully eccentric décors, they
are nonetheless all exceptionally designed and made.
The kitchen quality is backed by the expertise
of an exclusively selected network of independent
showrooms. This handpicked few have been trained
extensively and have the talent and knowledge to create
a memorable, bespoke and impeccably designed kitchen.

Elegance - The Classic
Collection
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Luscombe
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“Such simplicity creates
a space that thrives on
contemporary living…”
Beautifully minimal, the Luscombe kitchen is
collected and composed. Small details – the choice
of colour, the décor and design features-all contribute
to the overall effect. Such simplicity creates a space
that thrives on contemporary living, with modern,
state-of-the-art appliances used not only for the sake
of functionality, but also as a fun feature. The sheets
of glass lining the ceiling and walls are extended into
the kitchen, maintaining transparency that contributes
to creating a bright, modern space. The open shelves
also add to this exposed, accessible look.
Luscombe’s versatility welcomes depth and creativity,
not only on the outside, but what is beneath the
exterior. While the kitchen itself may have a subdued
shroud, when that is stripped back and the interior
becomes prominent, this is when the kitchen
transforms from an uncomplicated design to reveal
a quirky, individualised kitchen.
Every choice made influences the overall impact,
expressing sophistication and ultimately culminating
into a kitchen that is iconic to the individual who is
cultivating the hub of their home.
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Be inspired by

The Modern Matrimony

Domesticity meets
industrious drive. There
is no need to limit your
view of how a kitchen
can be used.
A kitchen should suit the homeowner’s lifestyle,
and as the view of a traditional family is becoming
more and more blurred, the hub of your home can
be designed as a multi-functional space to meet
busy schedules and evolving needs.
It can be a retreat to relax and indulge in baking
the perfect pastry or an elegant venue to host a dinner
party. By including modern appliances, you can stay
connected by turning your kitchen into a Smart
Home, keeping one step ahead so you can spend your
limited spare time the way you want to. Softening this
functionality focused approach are light oak features
and a large open central island that incorporates
Brilliant White, with the surrounding cabinets
clad in Graphite. This creates a warm centre point
to gather at and relax, leaving work on the peripheral.
Colours shown: (Top) Graphite & (Right) Brilliant White
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Bampton
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“A humble design, Bampton is kept reserved
and contained, avoiding an overly elaborate
appearance with careful colour choices.”
Bampton’s smart and crisp stature sits
comfortably in any space. With such an
elegant composition, a contemporary
ambience can be created through
choice accessories such as metro
tiles and statement light fixings.
By including traditional touches
throughout the design, this ensures
the kitchen retains character. Belfast
sinks and pastry benches are both
unassumingly simple snd unobtrusive
options. Accessories such as these
ensure the kitchen has a warm, homely
touch, especially with the few oak details
intermingled throughout.

A humble design, Bampton is kept
reserved and contained, avoiding
an overly elaborate appearance with
careful colour choices. Due to the large
space and light room, a dark colour can
easily be incorporated. This, alongside
the understated accessories, ensures
the overall effect is dignified.
Eloquent in its simplicity, Bampton
offers a look that is diverse enough
to sit in a range of environments, no
matter the age, style or taste displayed
within the home.
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Colour Match Service
The intensity of colour in the kitchen is undeniably
one of the most inspirational and eye-catching elements.
It evokes and expresses emotion, providing the opportunity
to include an extremely personal touch. As each door in the
Elegance range can be colour matched, there is no need
to compromise on your design. Simply provide the RAL
or BS code and we’ll ensure you receive your kitchen
in the hue of your choosing.
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Rougemont
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“Radiating grandeur, this style comes into its
own in spacious rooms, and doesn’t require other
statement pieces due to its intricate detailing.”
Rougemont is a statement in itself due
to its ornate moulding on the inner
panels. Radiating grandeur, this style
comes into its own in spacious rooms,
and doesn’t require other statement
pieces due to its intricate detailing.
The touch of luxe articulates structure
into the design and creates an effortlessly
elegant room. The inclusion of bespoke
features only enhances the design
and creates a polished look. With such
detailing it is evident this space was
made with meticulous detail.

Staying in character, elements such
as drinks cabinets are hidden in plain
sight. Standing proud, this cabinet
is a prominent component of the
room, however it maintains its
discretion by including doors that
can shield its contents when required.
Subtle, but noticeable inclusions such
as islands with innovative designs
introduce a personable feel, whereas,
elements like barrel units and unique
shapes incorporated into the island are
an unexpected twist to this otherwise
carefully refined design.
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Real Wood
The Elegance range is shaped and carved from real
wood. Sourced from sustainable forestry, our
kitchens are not only made from the finest materials,
but also from the most eco-friendly. Sensitive to
environmental responsibilities, we have ensured all
our wood products are fully certified by the Forestry
Stewardship Council (FSC).
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Tamworth
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“…the geometric styling of this door embraces
clear lines and noticeable patterns…”
Paying homage to Art Deco design,
the geometric styling of this door
embraces clear lines and noticeable
patterns in its stepped internal panel.
With a design that is so reminiscent of
the architectural modernist movement,
Tamworth encourages bold ventures.
Embracing state-of-the-art technology
by transforming the kitchen into a Smart
Home is a subtle way of embracing this
design style. By linking appliances to
personal devices this ensures modern
interconnectedness and keeps the kitchen

innovative. Ensuring the interior of each
cabinet is outfitted in the most efficient
and dynamic internal storage also
achieves a modern styling while Tamworth
ensures a sophisticated outer is kept.
To create a more retro feel, materials
such as rich wooden features or marble
worktops can be included, alongside leafy
plants and tessellated tile splashbacks.
The clear style and detailing in design
creates an ornate and quirky kitchen.
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Be inspired by

Quintessentially Country

With the delicate
combination of Sage Green
and Brilliant White covering
a gentle woodgrain, this
kitchen is fitting for a
country cottage.
Doors such as Powderham and Osbourne would
be elegant choices when looking to maintain the
sympathy of both the age and setting of the traditional
home, with their classical stylisation.
The incorporation of real wood stays in tune
with the sensitive nature of the home. To ensure
the kitchen isn’t outdated, tiles can be specifically
chosen to modernise the space. This can be done by
selecting tiles that create patterns in their layout as
well as their design. Another way to modernise is
by including options like bespoke larder units that
include engraved drawers, which adds a quirky
and individual element to the design.
Colours shown: (Left) Brilliant White &
(Top Right) Sage Green
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Osbourne
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“Delicate, with beautifully sculpted detail
surrounding the internal panel…”
Delicate, with beautifully sculpted
detail surrounding the internal panel,
Osbourne creates a charming sanctuary.
The intricate mouldings and refined
and simple lines within the door are
reminiscent of a classical, French
country kitchen. The subdued effect
ensures the kitchen is kept modern
and elegant, avoiding an overly elaborate
look. With the choice of pale shades
featuring strongly throughout the design,
a gentle look is maintained. The beams,
natural elements and gentle curves all
hint at a rustic, farmhouse design.
With touches of exposed wood, warmth
is introduced, creating a homely effect.

Designed to ensure a gentle look is
maintained, curved lines are essential
to the design. Congruent with the door
design itself, these curves complement
the room perfectly. With just enough
sharp corners to create definition
in the design, this style of kitchen
is graceful and refined.
The inclusion of a drinks cabinet
adds a mature touch to the space,
with its unobtrusive stance, melding
in with the design.
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Made-to-Measure
There is no compromise in Elegance. With every kitchen
available in Made-to-Measure sizes you don’t have
to design around your space, you can create within it.
Able to fit snugly into unusual rooms or fit around sloped
floors or walls, the imperfections within your home
only add character to your bespoke, made-to-order kitchen.
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Powderham
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“This kitchen is dignified in its design, dominating
the room with its impressive stance.”
A seemingly simplistic look is created
with the raised centre panel, however on
closer inspection, delicate beading lines
the inside of the frame. This kitchen is
dignified in its design, dominating the
room with its impressive stance. Each
element of this kitchen contributes to
its grandeur, from the marble splashback
to the inclusion of rich oak features.
The addition of full-length units adds
a stately look to the overall design. With
carved plinths skimming the bottom of the
kitchen and ornate cornices floating above
the wall cabinets and full-length units, this
kitchen has a luxurious feel throughout.

Marble effect worktops finish off the
plush ambience of the room and the
inclusion of an oak breakfast bar on
the island shows how meticulous attention
to detail in design contributes
to the entire look. Only minimal
accessories are required as the kitchen
itself has an effortless air of magnificence
about it, with built in chopping boards
and oak trays adding a simple,
yet striking presence.
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Be inspired by

Coastal Calm

A kitchen that allows for
an earthy, organic space
to create and inspire is
perfect for a seaside refuge.
For an expressive personal touch, colour inspired by a
boat lined shore could be included through the Colour
Match Service or alternatively, inspiration could be
sourced straight from the depths of the ocean with
Marine and Porcelain.
Marine would work smoothly alongside the icy, shelllike shade of Porcelain for a space that is reflective of
its natural setting. To expand on this theme and create
a rustic fishermen’s style cottage, embracing tones of
browns and strong textures such as woodgrains or
thick fibres is recommended.

Colours shown: (Top Left) Porcelain, (Bottom Left)
Marine & (Bottom Right) Denim Drift - Colour Match.
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Saltram
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“Saltram is relaxed in its design with beading
surrounding the centre panel of the shaker door.”
Saltram is relaxed in its design with
beading surrounding the centre panel
of the shaker door, creating a laid-back
haven. Saltram is perfect for open and
slightly rambling designs, situated in
homes where the scent of the seaside is
eternally present, and the stormy blue of
the ocean is only a stone’s throw away.
With the outside streaming in, this only
enhances Saltrams dreamy composition.
The inclusion of oak features adds
warmth and ensures that while the
kitchen is a modern space it is grounded
and understated, showing sensitivity
to the natural beauty that is found
just outside the home.

The careful combination of traditional
and contemporary elements ensures
an elegant equilibrium is reached,
creating a serene setting. An extractor
built into a canopy effectively hides away
the ultra-modern appliance, however
it is done so with a contemporary touch
of an engraved clock. The oak open island
is another nod to this delicate merge of
old and new. With the open oak structure
being reminiscent of a table that could
easily be found in an old farmhouse, this
continues the traditional tone in a modern
concept.
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“There are no limitations
on how you express your
taste and personality
through colour.”
Colour is defining and individual.
There are no limitations on how you
express your taste and personality
through colour. You are free to be
as bold or as subtle as you choose
throughout the entirety of the
kitchen. Contrasting hues are a great
way of dividing up your space into
different areas. Bold colours can be

used to highlight features such as
open shelving and neutral tones can
help your open plan living space feel
as one. However, options are not
bound by this colour palette, you
can extend further with our Colour
Match Service. Simply provide us
with a RAL or BS code for an exact
colour match.

Standard Colour Palette
Your kitchen isn’t confined to our colour palette. Every
shade conceivable is a potential opportunity to create the
perfect kitchen. All that we ask of you is to provide a RAL
or BS code so we can generate your exact match.

Whites

Creams

Neutrals

Blues

Greens

Greys

Purples

Brilliant White

Alabaster

Shell

Light Blue

Sage Green

Light Grey

Cashmere

Porcelain

White Cotton

Stone

Powder Blue

Light Teal

Dust Grey

Lavender Grey

Mussel

Biscuit

Pantry Blue

Viridian

Lava

Deep Heather

Stone Grey

Airforce

Deep Forest

Gun Metal
Grey

Parisian Blue

Graphite

Marine
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Handles

A harmonious match can
be the only way to describe
the relationship between
the Elegance range and the
handles that complete it.
The rich textures, strong colours and unique shapes
all work towards creating a poised, finished design.
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Storage
We believe what’s inside is just as important as the
exterior, which is why we’ve made sure all storage options
are as beautiful as they are functional. As every household
has varying needs there are multiple storage solutions
available, so your kitchen is integrated flawlessly into the
entire family’s routine.
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Drawer Solutions

Oak Cutlery Tray and Knife Block

Oak Crate Drawers

Dove Tail Drawer Boxes
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Pantries

Full Height Oak Pantry

Full Height Oak Pantry
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Dressers

Coffee Pod Drawers

Curved Dresser Unit

Dresser Storage
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Drinks Storage

Xbox Wine Storage

Drinks Cabinet

Oak Wine Rail

Walnut Wine Rack
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Storage Pull-outs

Oak Chopping Boards

Oak Chopping Boards & Tray Sets

Walnut Chopping Boards
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Excellence Guaranteed
We have complete faith in the quality of our kitchens.
They are built and crafted with meticulous care and detail,
with the intent of lasting a lifetime. To reinforce our
commitment to longevity, each kitchen comes with a 25-year
guarantee, providing peace of mind and surety regarding
the quality and durability of our kitchens.
Full terms and conditions are available on request.
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www.quantum-kitchens.co.uk

